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Season 8, Episode 38
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Who Can You Trust?



Jonesy's failure to follow instructions has him on the back foot with Tess and leads her to conceal the fact that Les Anderson, the man Jonesy believes murdered his father, may be implicated in a death at a building site. Murder is suspected when the building's scaffolding is discovered tampered with. Did the victim's mate and his widow conspire to kill him? The victim's widow further implicates Anderson, but questions arise in regard to her integrity when his alibi proves watertight. Is the widow trying to protect her husband's best mate? Or did Jonesy pressure her to lie about Anderson? Jonesy's dogged determination to clear the widow's name leads him to the truth, but has he further damaged Tess' trust in him in the process?
Quest roles:
Ditch Davey(Const. Evan 'Jonesy' Jones), Jane Hall, Richard Carter


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
7 November 2001, 20:30
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